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Generalized Dirac Operators on Lorentzian Manifolds and
Propagation of Singularities
PAOLO ANTONINI

ABSTRACT - We survey the correct definition of a generalized Dirac operator on a
Space-Time and the classical result about propagation of singularities. This
says that light travels along light-like geodesics. Finally we show this is also
true for generalized Dirac operators.

1. Introduction
The celebrated theorem of Nils Denker about the propagation of singularities of a real principal type system when applied to the Dirac operator on a Lorentzian manifolds says the well-known fact that light
travels along light-light geodesics with the light speed. In this paper first
we give an appropiate definition of a generalized Dirac operator on a
Lorentzian manifold then we show that the same result is true for generalized Dirac operator. This means that the Denker (partial) connection
on the polarization set (along Hamiltonian orbits) of the system is the
starting connection lifted to the cotangent bundle. We thank Bernd Ammann for giving us the correct definition of the generalized Dirac operator.

2. The generalized Dirac operators on Lorentzian manifolds
Let (X; g) be a Lorentzian manifold. With Cl(X) denote the bundle
over X whose fiber over p is the Clifford algebra of Tp X i.e the
quotient of the complexified tensor algebra of Tp X by the bilateral
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ideal generated by the elements of the form v w  w v  2g(v; w).
The Lorentzian metric and the connection extend to Cl(X) to give a
metric connection which is Leibnitz with respect to the Clifford
multiplication.
DEFINITION 2.1. A Clifford module of spin k=2 over (X; g) is given by a
complex vector bundle S over X with a sesquilinear product (antilinear in
the second) h; i with connection rS together with a smooth section Q of
hom( k TX; End(S)) satysfiying the following properties
C1 The fibers Sp are left modules over the Clifford algebras Cl(Tp X)
i.e. there's a vector bundle homomorphism TX S ! S, Z W 7 ! Z  W
such that (Z  Y  Y  Z  2g(Z; Y))  W  0:
C2 The inner product is parallel, dhW; ci  hrS W; ci  hW; rS ci:
C3 The Clifford action Cl(X)
 W  Y  rSZ W:

(rgZ Y)

S ! S is parallel, rSZ (Y  W) 

C4 Clifford multiplication by tangent vectors is symmetric hZ  W; ci 
hW; Z  ci:
C5 The section Q is parallel with respect to the connection on
hom( k TX; End(S)) induced by the Levi-Civita connection rg and rS .
C6 Q(; . . . ; ) is simmetric w.r.t. h; i.
C7 If N is a future directed timelike vector then, putting
QN : Q(N; . . . ; N):
1. Z  QN  QN Z; if g(Z; N)  0
2. N  QN  QN N  :
C8 If N is a future directed timelike vector then the quadratic form
hh; iiN defined by hhW; ciiN  hQN W; ci is positive definite.
From C8 it follows that QN is invertible. From the first one of C7
it follows that its spectrum is symmetric w.r.t the origin, which
together with C8 implies that the bilinear form h; i has index
(1=2 rank (S); 1=2 rank (S)):
From C7 follows that
C70 1. For any vector Z we have Z  QY  QY Z; g(Y; Z)  0
2. Z  QZ  QZ Z; again QZ  Q(Z; . . . ; Z).
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With such a structure one can Define the generalized Dirac operator
D : C 1 (X; S) ! C 1 (X; S) following the composition
irS

]

Cl

C 1 (X; S) ! C 1 (T  X; S) ! C 1 (TX; S) ! C 1 (X; S)
where we used the musical isomorphism ]. In a local orthonormal frame
e0 ; . . . ; en with ej  g(ej ; ej ) one can check the formula
DW  i

n
X
j0

ej  rSej W:

It is a first order differential operator whose principal symbol is Clifford
multiplication
sD (j)  iZ  where j ]  Z i:e: g(Z; )  j;
This can be seen immediately from the formula D(f W)  i grad f  W  fDW:
In this sense one says that the Dirac operator is the quantization of the
Clifford action.

3. Propagation of singularities
In this section M is a manifold without boundary. We are going to explain the theorem about propagation of singularities for systems of real
principal type of Denker [1] and apply to the generalized Dirac operator on
a Lorentzian manifold. We shall use only classical pseudodifferential operators. Now a scalar pseudodifferential operator on X is said of real
principal type if its principal symbol s is real and the Hamiltonian vector
field Hs is non vanishing and does not have the radial direction on the zero
set of s. There is a corresponding notion for systems. An order m, N  N
system A of pseudodifferential operators with principal symbol sm (A) is
said of real principal type at h 2 T M if there exists on a neighborhood U of
~ and a scalar symbol of real principal type q such that
h an N  N symbol s
1

~(j)  sm (A)(j)  q(j) Id; j 2 U:
s

If this property holds for every h in T  M we say A is real principal type.
~ is only locally granted and U can be assumed
Clearly the existence of s
conical.
PROPOSITION 3.2. The generalized Dirac operator on a Lorentzian
manifold is real principal type.
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PROOF. Let U  M be an open set in which a timelike future directed
vector field N exists. Remember that QN is invertible. Define in T  U the
following simbol,
e
s(j)  iQN1 (aY bN)QN
if j ]  Z  aY  bN with g(Y; N)  0: Then a straightforward computation based on C7 and C1 shows that
e
s(j)  sD (j)  kjk2g Id
where j 7 ! kjk2g is the Lorentzian norm, in coordinates kjk2g  gij (x)j i j j a
well known Hamiltonian who generates the geodesic flow. It is standard
the computation that it is of real principal type. The zero set is the light
cone and the null bicharacteristics are lightlike geodesic.
p
For a real principal type system there's an elegant result of Denker
about the propagation of singularities [1, 4]. First one defines the C 1 based polarization set of a vector valued distribution. It is a family of vector
spaces in CN (or a vector bundle S) over the singular support of the
distribution conical in the j-variable and serves as an indicator of the
direction of the strongest singularity. Here the definition: Let
u 2 D0 (M; CN ) a vector valued distribution i.e. a vector of distributions
ui 2 D0 (M). It's wave front set is by definition the union of all the wave
front sets of its components
[
WF(ui ):
WF(u) :
i1;::N

In particular it does not contain any information about the components of
distributions that are singular. In order to specify the singular directions in
the vector space CN , one could consider vector-valued operators that map
the vector valued distribution to a smooth scalar function, instead of just
looking at scalar operators mapping the individual components to smooth
functions. This approach leads to the definition of the polarization set.
DEFINITION 3.3. The polarization set of a distribution u 2 D0 (M; CN ) is
defined as
\
N A:
WFpol (u) :
Au2C 1 (M)

Here, for an operator mapping the vector valued distribution to a smooth
function, with (principal) symbol a(x; j) define
N A : f(x; j; w) 2 (T  M n 0)  CN : w 2 ker a(x; j)g:
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We stress that the intersection is taken over all 1  N systems
A 2 L0 (M)N of classycal CDOs. Two important properties proved by
Dencker [1]
Let u 2 D0 (M; CN ) and p1;2 : T  M  CN ! T  M be the projection on
the cotangent bundle, then
p1;2 (WFpol (u) n (T  M  0))  WF(u):
In this way the polarization set is a refinement of the wave front set.
Let A be an N  N system of pseudo-differential operators on M with
principal symbol a(x; j) and u 2 D0 (M; CN ). Then
a(WFpol (u))  WFpol (Au);
where a acts on the fibre: a(x; j; w)  (x; j; a(x; j)w):
If E is an N  N system of pseudo-differential operators on M and its
principal symbol e(y; h) 6 0, then
e(WFpol (u))  WFpol (Eu)
over a conic neighbourhood of (y; h): From this last property we see that
the polarization set behaves covariantly under a change of coordinates.
Thus the polarization set can be defined for distributional sections
D0 (M; E) of a vector bundle E giving a well defined subset
WFpol (u)  p E
of the vector bundle lifted over the cotangent bundle.
So return to the setting before and assume we are given an N  N
system A of pseudo-differential operators acting on CN of principal type
and (1) valid in U. Define the set
V A : fj 2 T  X : det sm (A)(j)  0g
locally V A  q 1 (0): Furthermore one can show that A is real principal type
around h if and only if around h the set V A is a hypersurface with non radial
Hamiltonian field, the dimension of ker sm (A) is constant in V A and for
every normal vector r 2 N(V A ) if
pC : CN ! C N =Im sm (A)(j)  coker sm (A)(j)
is the quotient mapping then the map
pC (@r )sm (A)(j) : ker sm (A)(j) ! coker sm (A)(j)
is an isomorphism.
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Now let u 2 C 1 (X; CN ) a distribution such that Au 2 C 1 . Let denote
N Ajj  CN the kernel of sm (A) at j. Now if (j; w) 2 N A , by definition it
follows necessarily that the (vector valued) distribution wave front set is
contained in V A .
WF(u)  V A :
One can show as in the scalar Duistermaat HoÈrmander result [2] the wave
front set is union of null bicharacteristics of q in V A . Well here q is not
unique but it can be shown to be unique modulo the multiplication by a
never vanishing function on T  M. This does not affect the bicharacteristics
since the wave front is conical in the j-variable. We shall call them bicharacteristics again. It remains to study the polarization vectors over
these bicharacteristics. The idea of Denker is to introduce a partial connection and show that they follow the parallel transport along these null
bicharacteristics and these vector fields form completely the polarization
set. The Denker connection depends also from the subprincipal symbol ([2]
Sect 5.2) of the operator (1) The principal symbol of A has an asymptotic
homogeneous expansion
s(A)(j)  sm (A)(j)  pm 1 (j)  pm 2 (j); . . . :
The subprincipal symbol is defined as
s(A)s (j)  pm 1 (j)

1 @ 2 sm (A)(j)
;
2i @xj @j j

form the ``poisson bracket'' of matrices (this is not anti symmetric !)
f~
s; sm (A)g :

@~
s @sm (A)
@jj @xj

@~
s @sm (A)
:
@xj @j j

let Hq denote the Hamiltonian vector field of q defined by dq(Y)  v(Hq ; Y)
for every Y 2 TM, then for a smooth section w of the trivial bundle
(T  X n o)  CN define the Denker connection
2

s; sm (A)gw  i~
ss(A)s w:
rA w  Hq w  1=2f~

One can show that rA resctricts to N A i.e. if w is a vector field along a
bicharacteristic g in V A then
rA
g_ w 2 ker sm (A)(g(t))  N Ajg(t) iff w(g(t)) 2 ker sm (A):

(1) This is a genuine feature of the system nature, in the scalar case only the
principal symbol contributes.
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This means that the equation rA w  0 can be solved in N A which is a
necessary condition to be in WFpol (u):
DEFINITION 3.4 (Denker [1]). A Hamiltonian orbit of the system A is a
line bundle L  N Ajg where,
 g is an integral curve of the Hamiltonian field of V A .
 L is spanned by a C 1 section w such that rA w  0:
Finally we can state the theorem about the propagation of the polarization set.
THEOREM 3.4 (Denker [1]). Suppose h 2 V A is a point where A is real
principal type. If u is a vector valued distribution such that h 2
= WF(Au)
(vector valued wave front) then over a neighborhood of h in V A , WFpol is a
union of Hamiltonian orbits of A.
If Au 2 C 1 we are saying that that the non trivial part of the polarization set of u is parallel in N A along the flow of V A :
We are going to apply this result to the generalized Dirac operator. We
know from proposition 3.2 that V D  fj : kjk2g g is the light cone. Then the
null bicharacteristics are the null geodesics. Let's compute explicitly the
Denker connection.
THEOREM 3.5. The Denker connection for the generalized Dirac
operator is rS lifted to the cotangent bundle (along null geodesics),
p : T  X ! X:
In particular the polarization set of the generalized Dirac operator is
union of Hamiltonian orbits i.e. curves t 7 ! g(t)  (x(t); j(t); s(t)) 2 p S
such that
 x(t) is a null geodesic,
 j(t)] is the velocity of the geodesic
 s(t) is a section of S along g parallel with respect to the connection p rS .
PROOF. On a point (p; j) with j ]  Z  aY  bN on the light cone
choose coordinates such that rg@x k Z  0 and rg@xk (aY bN)  0. This is
possible since Z is lightlike meaning that Y 6 0. From C8 since we know the
signature of h; i on S we can choose a trivialization s1 ; . . . ; sN=2 ,
sN=21 ; . . . ; sN such that (rSei ej )( p)  0: Now the principal symbol s1 (D) over
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T  U corresponds to a matrix
fij (x; j)  h(s(D)(j)si ; sj )eij  h iZ  si ; sj i
where eij  hsi ; sj i. Then in the point ( p; j) we have
@xk fij  (p rS )@xk( iZ  si ; sj )eij 

ihrS@x (Z  si ); sj ieij 
k

ih(rg@x Z)  si ; sj i0
k

stating no more than the compatibility with the Clifford action, the Levi
Civita connection and the inner product on S and a corresponding state~. In particular in the point j on the lightcone the
ment for the symbol s
second and third terms in (2) vanish and remains only the Lie derivative
p
along Hkk2 . The same for p rS .
g
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